We report an aberration-corrected electron microscopy analysis of the adhesion and atomic structures of gold nanoparticle catalysts supported on ceria nanocubes and nanorods. Under oxidative conditions, the as-prepared gold nanoparticles on the ceria nanocubes have extended atom layers at the metal−support interface. In contrast, regular gold nanoparticles and rafts are present on the ceria nanorod supports. Under the reducing conditions of water−gas shift reaction, the extended gold atom layers and rafts vanish. In addition, the gold particles on the nanocubes change in morphology and increase in size while those on the nanorods are almost unchanged. The size, morphology, and atomic interface structures of gold strongly depend on the surface structures of ceria supports ((100) surface versus (111) surface) and the reaction environment (reductive versus oxidative). These findings provide insights into the deactivation mechanisms and the shape-dependent catalysis of oxide supported metal catalysts.
I
t is well-known that supported metal nanoparticle catalysts must be considered as a composite of the support and metal. This is known as the metal−support interactions. Different cases occur such as different epitaxies of the metal depending upon the support surface terminations, 1,2 strong metal−support interactions (SMSI), 3−6 and sites at the metal−support interface. 7 The SMSI includes both geometric and electronic effects between the metal and the support. 8−12 It is clear that the oxide can act more than just a passive template for nanoparticle epitaxy. There was recent work where metal− support interface has been combined with shape-controlled nanostructures. 13, 14 We show here one case at atomic resolution for the gold−ceria (Au−CeO 2 ) system that both the oxidation states and the atomic surface structures of ceria play a significant role in the adhesion of Au.
The Au−CeO 2 system is an excellent model system for investigating the effect of oxidation state on the metal−support interface: (1) the morphology and surface structures of Au nanoparticles have been investigated extensively. 15 ( 2) The exposed facet of CeO 2 nanostructures can be controlled, 13, 16 and the atomic surface structures of CeO 2 nanoparticles have been determined. 17 (3) The Au−CeO 2 system has attracted great interest in heterogeneous catalysis. 18−21 The bulk form of Au is typically inert, 22 while supported Au nanoparticles have been shown to be active for CO oxidation, 23 which has triggered a significant number of further studies on the reaction mechanisms. 24−27 The low coordinate Au atoms, 28 electronic effect, 29 and support effect 30 have all been proposed to explain the enhanced activity of the nanoparticle Au catalysts. The long-recognized redox capabilities of CeO 2 nanoparticles 16 make them one of the most popular oxide supports for Au catalysts. 31−35 In addition, different catalytic behaviors have been observed for Au catalysts supported by CeO 2 nanorods, nanocubes, and other nanostructures. 20,30,36−38 The CeO 2 nanorods and nanocubes can have the {111} and {100} facets exposed. 17, 39 Differences in the redox properties of each facet are generally believed to cause the distinct catalytic properties. However, clearly how the redox properties impacts the Au− CeO 2 system is still unknown. The different CeO 2 nanostructures can also impact the size, morphology, and interface structures of Au catalysts through the metal−support interaction. 39−43 Furthermore, the Au−CeO 2 catalysts may undergo changes when subjected to reactions such as water− gas shift (WGS), which puts the catalyst under a different atmosphere (reductive) from that used for the catalyst pretreatment (oxidative). To the best of our knowledge, a systematic comparative study on the adhesion and atomic structures of the Au−CeO 2 system subjected to these conditions has not been reported. In this study we have performed aberration-corrected high angle annular dark field (HAADF) scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) imaging on Au−CeO 2 nanostructures with well-defined shapes. With atoms clearly resolved, the size, morphology, and atomic interface structures of the Au−CeO 2 catalysts before and after the WGS reaction are systematically analyzed.
The CeO 2 nanocubes and nanorods were prepared using a previously reported method. 44 In a typical synthesis, 0.868 g of Ce(NO 3 ) 3 ·6H 2 O and 9.6 g of NaOH were dissolved in 5 and 35 mL of deionized water. The two solutions were mixed and transferred to a 125 mL autoclave with a Teflon liner. The autoclave was then heated to 373 and 453 K for 24 h to obtain nanorods and nanocubes, respectively. The as-collected nanostructures were washed and dried at 90°C overnight. In addition, the CeO 2 nanorods were annealed at 700°C for 2 h in air in order to reduce the number of surface defects. 39 The surface areas of the obtained ceria nanocubes and nanorods were determined to be 25 and 59 m 2 /g, respectively. Au nanoparticles were deposited on the CeO 2 nanostructures using a deposition−precipitation method similar to that used by Zanella et al. 45 For both CeO 2 nanorods and nanocubes, 0.5 g of CeO 2 , 55 mg of HAuCl 3 , 1.28 g of urea, and 60 mL of H 2 O were mixed together to form a suspension. The suspension was stirred and kept at 80°C in an oil bath for ∼20 h. The end product was washed, collected, and annealed in air at 300°C for 3 h. The obtained Au−CeO 2 nanocubes and Au−CeO 2 nanorods were used for the WGS reaction.
The WGS reaction was carried out in an automated reaction system (AMI-200). About 31.2 mg of sample was loaded into a U-shaped reactor and treated under helium at 300°C for 1 h before cooling down to room temperature. The sample was then exposed to the WGS reactant mixture: 1% CO/He (5 mL) bubbling through a water saturator kept at 22°C to give a CO/ H 2 O ratio of 0.4 (space velocity: 9615 mL/g cat ·h). The sample was heated (ramp rate 10°C/min) to 290°C and kept there for a stability test for at least 40 h. The reactants and products were continuously analyzed with an online mass spectrometer (OmniStar GSD-301 O2, Pfeiffer Vacuum). All gases were provided by Air Liquide and were UHP grade.
Ex-situ HAADF characterization was performed on the catalysts both before and after the WGS reaction. The HAADF study was conducted using the JEOL ARM 200 STEM at the University of Illinois at Chicago with a probe side spherical aberration corrector operated at 200 keV. 46 Before a typical HAADF experiment, the Au−CeO 2 nanostructures were mixed with ethanol to make a suspension, and a small amount of the suspension was then applied to a copper grid coated with lacey carbon film. The grid was then transferred into the microscope column with a vacuum of ∼10 −8 Torr. During HAADF characterization, a relative small probe current (∼5 pA) with a size of ∼0.8 Å was used to balance the signal-to-noise ratio and beam damage. For atomic resolution imaging, the samples were tilted to <100> and <110> zone axes for the CeO 2 nanocubes and nanorods, respectively. Figure 1a shows a low magnification HAADF image of the as-prepared Au−CeO 2 nanorods. Figure 1b ,c shows atomic resolution HAADF images of the typical Au−CeO 2 nanorods. In the HAADF images, which are often referred to as Zcontrast images, the white spots can be directly interpreted as atom columns. As a result, it is clear that the growth direction of the nanorod is along <112>, and the predominantly exposed facets of the nanorods are {111}. Several different adsorbed Au species can be identified. Regions I and II in Figure 1b are the Au species in the form of "rafts", as they exhibit different interatomic spacing and contrast compared to the CeO 2 support. Figure 1c shows the Au atoms are in the particle form. The interface relationship is Au(111) [1̅ 10]// CeO 2 (111) [1̅ 10]. Regions I and II in Figure 1b and the Au particles are all grown on the {111} facets of the nanorod. Only a small portion of the Au is found on the {100} surface (labeled as region III in Figure 1b) , which is a truncated edge of the nanorod. As the (111) surface of CeO 2 nanoparticles is Oterminated, 17 the schematic view of the as-prepared Au−CeO 2 nanorods is shown in Figure 1g . . In both cases, the first Au atomic layers at the Au−CeO 2 interface show an extra-bright contrast, which is attributed to the extended Au atomic layers, as illustrated in Figure 1h . Because of the extended layer feature, the growth of Au on CeO 2 nanocubes before the WGS reaction can be categorized as Stranski−Krastanov (SK) growth. The SK, Frank−Van der Merwe (FM), and Volmer−Weber (VW) growth modes are the three primary thin film growth modes, classified on the basis of interface thermodynamics. 47 Thus, the extended layer will be referred to as the SK layer. Figure 2a shows a HAADF image of a typical Au−CeO 2 nanorod after the WGS reaction. Only Au particles can be seen in all HAADF images, and the rafts have vanished after the reaction. The size (width) of 144 randomly selected Au nanoparticles supported by CeO 2 nanorods was measured before and after the WGS reaction (see the histograms of size distribution in the Supporting Information). The average size of the Au particles was ∼5.0 ± 1.5 nm both before and after the reaction, meaning the size remained constant during the WGS process. The general shape of the Au particle is illustrated in Figure 2b , which is similar to the Au particle shape on the nanorods before the WGS reaction (as illustrated in Figures  1c,g ). In addition, the interlayer spacing measurement at the Au−CeO 2 (111) interface shows a ∼ 3.1 Å spacing between the first Au−Ce interlayer, which is almost the same as the spacing before the reaction (see Supporting Information for more details). Thus, both the exposed facets and the atomic interface structure of the Au particles on CeO 2 nanorods are maintained. This connects to the observation that there is no significant change of the Au particle size and shape on the CeO 2 nanorods before and after the WGS reaction. Figure 2c shows an example of the Au−CeO 2 nanocubes after the WGS reaction. It can be seen that the SK layers vanished after the reaction. Moreover, the average particle size . In addition, the Au nanoparticle shape is slightly different before and after the reaction. As indicated in Figure 2c , additional {111} facets are present near the Au−CeO 2 interface. According to the Wulff construction, 48 the shape of a freestanding Au particle is shown in Figure 3a . For the particles grown on a substrate, the shape is truncated by the substrate. Assuming the height of a free-standing particle is H and that of a particle grown on a substrate is h, as shown in Figure 3b , the truncation ratio (h/H) depends on the interface energy via the Winterbottom construction, 48 and the truncation ratio increases as the interface energy increases. The averaged truncation ratio of the Au particles on CeO 2 nanocubes increases significantly from ∼0.37 ± 0.06 to ∼0.68 ± 0.11 after the WGS reaction, as shown in Figure 3d . In contrast, the averaged truncation ration of Au particles on CeO 2 rods is similar before and after the WGS reaction (∼0.63 ± 0.06 versus ∼0.66 ± 0.06), as shown in Figure 3f . The relationship between the interfacial free energy and the truncation ratio can be written as
where γ int is the interface free energy and γ {111} is the {111} surface free energy of Au. It is worth noting that the interfacial energy is a relative term, and the comparison is only valid only when the definition is the same (see more details about the equation derivation in the Supporting Information). Taking 0.094 eV/Å 2 as the surface free energy of the Au (111) surface, 49 according to eq 1, the interfacial free energies are −0. There are a few details observed in other studies also observed in this study. We noticed there are Au particles with twins present (see the images in the Supporting Information). In these cases, the shape of free-standing Au particles can be approximated using the modified Wulff construction. 50 As the contribution of the free energy of the twin boundary is rather small compared to the surface free energy, 50 we ignored the energy contribution of the twins when calculating the adhesion of the Au particles. We note that bulk Au atoms are almost inert in the catalysis, 22 so the twins should contribute negligible amounts to the catalytic activities (a point we will return to later). As a second detail, the Au particles supported by the CeO 2 nanorods undergo back-and-forth rotations which can cause the Au particles to appear to deviate slightly from the zone axis and epitaxial orientation (see Supporting Information). More detailed discussion can be found in ref 51 . As another detail, the atomic structure of Au(100) surface is constantly changing during the imaging, possibly assisted by the electron beam, while the shape does not change much (see Supporting Information). Similar phenomena have been observed many times before either in a conventional TEM 52 or an environmental TEM. 53 The surface reconstruction of the Au (100) surface is well-known and will not be discussed further here.
The results demonstrate substantial changes in the Au nanoparticle structure depending upon both whether they have been exposed to oxidative or reducing reaction conditions and the orientation of the surface of the oxide support. Consider first the (111) CeO 2 surfaces in the nanorods. According to Tasker's classification of oxide surfaces, 54 the Oterminated (111) surface is a stable nonpolar surface while the Ce-terminated (111) surface is a polar surface. Thus, there is a strong driving force to have an O-terminated (111) surface. It has been demonstrated experimentally that the CeO 2 (111) prefers to be O-terminated surface with few O vacancies, 17 and the oxide substrates were preannealed at 700°C in air to reduce the number of surface defects. The interfacial free energy can be thought of as how easy it is for a surface to create new bonds, so on more stable surface the nanoparticle shape and adhesion should not change substantially, which is what we observed for Au on CeO 2 nanorods; for instance the interlayer spacing measurement shows a ∼ 3.1 Å spacing between the Au−Ce interlayer before and after the WGS reaction (see the Supporting Information). The interlayer spacing is similar to the previously estimated spacing of the Au−CeO 2 interface with an O-terminated CeO 2 (111) surface, 51, 55 which suggests that the same interface structure is maintained. The only substantial change upon reduction is loss of the rafts which we attribute to atoms diffusing to the three-dimensional nanoparticles; the total number of atoms in the rafts was small so there was negligible change in the particle size. This is similar to a previous report that small Au clusters on the CeO 2 (111) surface migrates to larger particles in reductive conditions; 56 the exact reason for this is currently unknown. More details about the Au nucleation on the CeO 2 (111) surface was discussed in ref 56 .
The (100) CeO 2 surface behaves quite differently. According to Tasker's classification, CeO 2 (100) is a polar surface. Either Ce-or O-termination would lead to an unstable surface. Our previous study demonstrated that the (100) surface has several different surface terminations with a large number of Ce and O surface vacancies. 17 It has been reported that O vacancies at the O-terminated CeO 2 surfaces are preferential sites for the adsorption of Au atoms, 57, 58 which is consistent with the stronger adhesion we observed. This also connects to the SK layer around the particles from conventional thin film growth thermodynamics. For the VW growth mode, the interactions between the metal adatoms are stronger than the metal− support interaction when misfit between the substrate and metal is included, thus 3D metal islands are formed. For the FM growth mode, the metal−support interaction is always stronger than the interactions between the metal adatoms; thus, the metal grow in a layer-by-layer mode and wets the support. The SK growth is an intermediate growth process with competing energy terms from the metal−support interaction including misfit strains and metal−metal interactions. In this case the first Au monolayer metal−support interaction is stronger than the Au−Au interaction, but from the second layers onward the Au−Au interaction is more important as stress relieves. Under reducing and reactive atmospheres, the strong metal−support interaction is lost, and the Au particles switch to the VW mode. The weaker adhesion in the VW mode is consistent with the coarsening of the Au particles. We note that the atomic surface structures of the CeO 2 (100) surface is similar to the surface before the reaction (see Supporting Information). Thus, one implication is that the change in the interfacial energy upon reduction should be related to the presence of additional oxygen vacancies and Ce 3+ at the Au− CeO 2 interfaces. The exact details of this would be a topic for future work.
The different behavior is qualitatively reflected in the catalytic activity. Figure 4 shows the percentage of CO conversion by the Au−CeO 2 nanocubes and nanorods during the WGS reaction as a function of time at 290°C. A significant decrease of the CO conversion is observed over time. At the later stages of the reaction, the catalysts stabilize with a lower CO conversion. Deactivation of Au/CeO 2 catalysts for the WGS reaction is commonly observed and has been mostly attributed to carbonates buildup and/or structural changes of the Au particles. 59 To better understand the role of carbonate species in the deactivation, temperature-programmed desorption (TPD) was carried out on the two catalysts after the 40 h WGS test. The CO 2 −TPD profiles (see Supporting Information) showed that over 90% of the carbonate species desorb at the reaction temperature of 290°C. A regeneration experiment was performed by purging the catalyst with He for 1 h in the middle of WGS reaction at 290°C and then running the WGS reaction again. The activity test showed that regeneration at 290°C in He only partially restored the WGS activity (see Supporting Information); thus, we conclude that the deactivation is not only related to carbonate buildup but is also due to the structural change of the Au sites, i.e., loss of lowcoordinate Au species (rafts on the CeO 2 nanorods and SK layers on the CeO 2 nanocubes) induced by WGS reaction and coarsening. With the same loadings of Au in both systems, the average size of the Au particles on the nanorods is ∼2.0 and 1.2 nm larger than on the nanocubes before and after WGS reaction, respectively. Assuming that all Au atoms are in the nanoparticles after the WGS reaction and Au−CeO 2 nanorods show higher activity throughout the reaction test, there are 1.7 times as many as the perimeter Au atoms (proportional to 1/d 2 , d is the diameter of Au particles 60 ) for the CeO 2 nanocubes compared to those on the nanorods. It appears that the Au− CeO 2 nanorods are generally more active than the Au−CeO 2 nanocubes for the WGS reaction, consistent with the recent study 20 of WGS reaction over Au−CeO 2 nanostructures. In summary, the oxidation state of the substrate plays a major role for both Au−CeO 2 systems, with larger adhesion for Au under oxidative condition. Under oxidative condition, Au particles with SK layers are present on the Au−CeO 2 nanocubes. The SK layers vanish, and there is a morphological change of the Au particles after the WGS reaction, which is attributed to reduction of the Au−CeO 2 (100) interface. In contrast, the Au−CeO 2 nanorods contain regular Au particles and some rafts under oxidative conditions. After the WGS reaction, the Au atoms in the rafts migrate to the particles. The Au particles on the CeO 2 nanorods are almost uncharged before and after the WGS reaction. The loss of strong adhesion of Au to the support CeO 2 (the SK layer and the rafts) is partly responsible for the decrease of the activities in the WGS reaction.
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